Religious Studies

Program Overview

The objectives of the Religious Studies major are best attained in the context of a liberal arts education. The curriculum helps students develop the capacity for scholarship and disciplined thought on the subject of religion. But more than this, our program encourages students to utilize the study of religion as a means for enriching their own quest for meaning, the consideration of values, and pondering the questions that have captivated religious people across the millennia. The program avoids dogmatism as well as unquestioning faith or belief. We approach this area of human inquiry with the same objectivity demanded elsewhere in the humanities. We require fairness with regard to evidence, respect for reasonable differences in points of view, and the avoidance of any attempts to proselytize.

The religious studies program at Humboldt places emphasis on understanding religion in tradition, both in the major traditions of the world (e.g., Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism), but also in important, but less well understood dimensions (e.g., Goddess worship and shamanism). Special emphasis is given to the study of sacred texts (e.g., Bible, Qur’an, Sutras). Focus is also provided for the consideration of comparative categories (e.g., mysticism and psychology) and popular culture.

Religious studies provides an exceptional vehicle for exploring differences in culture, values, and world-view. The religious studies curriculum encourages the appreciation of cultural diversity as we consider traditional values, sacred texts, and religious history. We facilitate travel abroad (e.g., to India and China), and offer many opportunities for direct encounter with religious communities local to Northern California. We seek to encourage dialogue and mutual understanding among different religions as an antidote to the mistrust and misunderstanding that is so common in the world today. We especially welcome and encourage students from underrepresented groups to become majors.

The religious studies student organization offers opportunities for building community and leadership skills among students. This group helps to establish bonds among religious studies majors outside of the classroom, and thereby provides a valuable foundation for group cohesion and lasting friendships.

For more information

Department of Religious Studies
707.826.4126
relig@humboldt.edu
humboldt.edu/religiousstudies

Office of Admissions
hsuinfo@humboldt.edu
866.850.9556
admissions.humboldt.edu

Bachelor of Arts
Minor

Related Careers

Case Manager
Consultant
Counselor
Customs Agent
Editor/Writer
Journalist
Lawyer
Market Research
Public Relations Specialist
Research Specialist
Social Worker

HSU Religious Studies majors achieve entry into the top graduate schools in the nation.

Careers listed may require additional education. For more information about careers & employers, see the Religious Studies Career Guide.
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